Order Form to the Universe!

This resource is for pet sitters, dog trainers, pet groomers, dog walkers and any one who desires to create more abundance with ease! It may be shared FREELY as long as it is not altered in any way. After all, the more people who know what they want in life and business, and how to get it, the better for us all!

My Intention:

My intention with this tool is to activate in you the essence of those things that you would like to experience from an inner perspective and then, from your outer perspective, to use your inner-knowing to guide you to easily, effortlessly and joyfully take your next divinely inspired actions.

Introduction to the Order Form to the Universe Process

The purpose of the Order Form is for you to identify what you want and then to watch for all the positive evidences of how the Universe works to support you!

The Order Form is a customized way for you to identify exactly what you want in the way that will be absolutely perfect for you! It is a detailed/comprehensive action-oriented version of the process you may have learned in working with me as a coaching client via Six-Figure Pet Sitting Academy™.

The Order Form is also a way of actively and easily partnering with Spirit (or perhaps you call this Universe/God). Please don’t get hung up on the name. If you don’t have or believe in a Higher Power then partner with your Best or Highest Self which will allow you to begin surrendering your wants to Spirit. This allows for easy and effortless flow, so you DON’T have to work hard!

You can use the Order Form to determine what you want and know that it is being taken care of for YOU.
I recommend that you can have this template handy and always right at your fingertips. This is a highly recommended main tool that you use throughout the day to manage your energies. I encourage you to listen to the voice inside that is talking to you – the inner voice that is probably thinking negatively. Once you listen to the negative voice it allows the negative energies to dissipate so you can then begin to shift to and listen to the positive, inner cheerleading voice that says, “Yes, you can do it! Go for it!” and then watch the positive evidences unfold, easily ☺ You can then activate possibilities from the place of this positive inner voice. It will help you to believe what has not been possible for you to believe before.

Purchase Order Success Tip: You can send it to yourself via e-mail (which really stands for Energy-Mail, right?) and you can (literally) watch it come back to you. It is a great exercise to literally “send it out to the Universe (via cyberspace) and be in the flow of the energies by:

1. Literally sending out your request (e-mailing it to yourself)
2. Being in the flow of allowing and surrendering (as it travels through cyberspace)
3. Being in the flow of receiving energy (receiving it in your e-mail box – knowing it has truly traveled through the Universe (a.k.a. cyberspace)
4. Enjoy and watch the positive evidences continue to come to you!

Send yourself an email by going to http://www.FutureMe.org today. When you complete your purchase order form to the Universe, copy and paste it on to an email and send it to yourself in a week, a month, a year. You decide when you want your purchase order to be emailed back to you.
Order Form Process

It is helpful to explore what you don’t want first. This will help you make energetic shifts (which translates into getting some relief and, therefore, results!) You will then move up the energy ladder so you can attract your heart’s desires. In order to do that, it is first necessary to identify:

What You Don’t Want

Once you’ve become clear on what you don’t want,

What Don’t You Want to Feel

You can then turn that around and identify the lower level energies, which will allow you to begin to move up the emotional energetic scale and you can identify:

What You Do Want

Then, you can identify:

What You Do Want to Feel

And then you can get even more specific by focusing in on certain areas of your order:

Categories of What You Want

And then MOST important (and often ignored in our wanting process):

How Do You Want Others to Feel

Here’s an example:

My Order Form To The Universe – For A New House:

What Don’t I Want: I don’t want an apartment, I don’t want an inconvenient location, I don’t want to have to deal with a high-pressure real estate broker. I don’t want old appliances. I don’t want it to be out of my price range. I don’t want it to take a lot of time. I don’t want to feel pressured to buy. I don’t want to have to solve anything. I don’t want to do a lot of work to find this apartment.
What Don’t I Want to Feel:
Manipulated
Taken advantage of
Tired
Annoyed
Frustrated
Broke
Hopeless
Insecure

What Do I Want: I want a beautiful house. I want a great real estate agent. I want a hot tub. I want new appliances. I want nice neighbors. I want a quiet, peaceful location. I want finding the house to be miraculous and immediate. I want it to come to me. I want financing to come easily and effortlessly.

What Do I Want to Feel:
Taken care of Respected Valued
Excited
Like a queen
Peaceful

Categories:
1. Money/Financing
2. Right Kind of House
3. Energetically Aligned Real Estate Agent
4. Time

How Do I Want Others to Feel?
Excited to serve me
Helpful
Available
Once you are clear on what you want and the categories themselves, you are ready to write the Purchase Order Form itself. The first step of the Order Form is to determine the:

**Overall Goal That You Want!**

Next is to set your:

**Intention**

Your intention is the FOCUS of your desire – it activates the energy. It doesn’t have to make sense and you do not have to justify or even have a logical reason. Just your wanting it is enough!

You then get to:

**Partner With Your Higher Guidance**

You can call it whatever you choose (Buddha, Jesus, Higher Guidance, etc. – whatever feels best for you). The partnering sets the energy in motion for you to be in relationship with the Spiritual Realm – that you will do your part, just as the Universe does its part!

**Categories**

These help you to clearly determine what you need assistance with from the Universe (this is when the partnering piece really begins to become alive as you become free to have to figure out the solutions yourself!). You can have as many or as few categories as feels right for you.

And then for each category you will determine:

- What I don’t want

- How I don’t want to feel

- What I do want
• How do I want to feel
• How others will feel
• Solutions I need
(This is from the Outer Perspective)

• What I want activated in me
(This is from the inner perspective)

And this then leads us to:

**My Inspired Next Action**

The only thing you have to do is to listen and take the next inspired steps. Taking the inspired action shifts us on a cellular level as we move through old fears of what has been blocking us in the possible into new and wonderful possibilities, beyond what we could have begun to imagine in the past!

Here is a sample:

**Order Form – For My New House**

Goal:
I want to buy a new beautiful house

Intention:
To find the perfectly right, divine place to live.

Partnering With Higher Guidance:
I partner with my Higher Guidance to bring me the house of my dreams.

Categories:
(We’ll just write-out the one category of Money/Financing)
Money/Financing

- What I don’t want: I don’t want this to be difficult, for it to take a lot of my time, to be treated like I don’t know what I’m doing

- What I don’t want to feel: exhausted, overwhelmed, confused, unsure, broke

- What I want: For the money to come to me. For there to be the exact payment system that I am totally comfortable with.

- How that will make me feel: I will feel relaxed, at ease, confident, empowered, happy, peaceful.

- How others will feel: They will feel so delighted to serve me, to give me the very best mortgage rate, they will bend over backwards/be delighted to figure out how the money will come to me.

- Solutions I Need: To have great options that feel comfortable and right being presented to me, to have a clear sign of what is the very best deal when it comes to a mortgage.

- What I want activated in me: I want activated in me a belief that I really deserve to have a beautiful house even though I came from a family that doesn’t believe in fancy living. A knowing that I can have this luxurious living style. Activate in me that there are all kinds of ways for this house to come to me in an easy, relaxed and effortless way.

- Next Inspired Action: Stop into the mortgage broker’s office that I have been walking past for the past 6 weeks and trust that the ideal mortgage broker will find me within seconds of me entering the premises.

The sky is the limit with the Order Form Process! You can use it for anything and everything with your business, your personal life – anything you need. You can use the template at the end of this
Order Form to the Universe Sheet (or modify as you feel comfortable) and begin to watch all the new positive evidences you are attracting into your life!

**Ready to create your own?**

Order Form to The Universe Template  
Pre-Order Form  
What I Don’t Want:

What I Don’t Want to Feel:

What I Want:

Intention--Why Do I Want It?

What I Want to Feel:

How I Want Others to Feel:
Next…

Identify the Categories:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Solutions I need (outer and to be delegated to the Universe):

What I want activated in me (inner):

How I am partnering with Universe/Higher Guidance to accomplish this:

- **Inspired Actions To Take:**
So let’s go over it again:

- What Don’t I Want:

- What Don’t I Want to Feel:

- What Do I Want:

- How Do I Want to Feel:

- How Others Will Feel:

- SOLUTIONS I Need (Outer) – delegate to Universe:

- What I Want ACTIVATED In Me (Inner) - delegate to that Wise Part of you within who knows exactly how to get what it is you want

- Next Inspired Actions

Relax and enjoy knowing what you want is on its way to you!

-Kristin Morrison